
Serket Socks use the highest quality US Merino wool fibers, combined with state-of-the-art dying, 

spinning and strategic zone knitting techniques, to create exceptionally soft Merino wool socks built for 

optimal comfort and performance. Made with the highest quality worsted yarn, Serket socks have more 

Merino fibers per inch, creating a luxuriously soft end result that is never scratchy, itchy or bulky. The 

most durable Merino wool yarns available, long staple worsted yarns greatly reduce the loose fibers 

that lead to pilling and wear. Precisely engineered to meet the fit and performance needs of military and 

law enforcement professionals, Serket socks provide unparalleled comfort and durability. 

Superior Performance – The hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties of 

Serket US Merino wool work together  to  maintain  a  complex  moisture-

management  system. Serket’s US Merino  fibers  can  absorb  up  to  30%  

of  its weight in moisture, while naturally  wicking moisture away from the 

skin. Unlike cotton, synthetics or inferior  wool  products,  Serket  Merino  

wool socks remove   perspiration between  the  skin  and  sock  interior  and 

maintains its thermal properties even when wet. Serket Merino wool is 

naturally  anti-microbial and proven  to be more odor and bacteria resistant 

than cotton or synthetic fabrics. 

Exceptional Merino Wool Socks
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Not All Wool Socks are Created Equal - No laboratory has been able to 

create a synthetic fiber that can match wool’s natural performance 

properties. There is a wide range of wool variance, with specific fiber specs, 

including micron (fiber diameter), length of  fiber, coefficient of fiber variance 

and strength. Heel and toe areas are reinforced with the highest quality color 

extruded nylon for maximum durability with ventilation panels and strategic 

zone knitting to improve fit, function and breathability. The Serket team has 

spent years producing quality wool products and has the expertise to select 

only the best fibers with very rigid specifications. Serket uses the latest 

highly advanced dying, spinning, knitting techniques and 

equipment -The result is high performance USA sourced and 

produced Merino wool socks whose quality, durability and 

comfort is unmatched.

Serket Part # Item Descriptions Colors Heights Weights 

815-CGC Graduated Compression Sock Coyote Brown Over-calf Lightweight

817-LGC Graduated Compression Liner Coyote Brown Over-calf Lightweight

816-TWB Tropical-weight / Lower-calf  Coyote Brown, Predator Tan 499 Lower-calf Tropical-weight 

809-LTB Lightweight / Mid-calf Coyote Brown, Predator Tan 499 Mid-calf Lightweight 

810-MTB Mid-weight / Mid-calf Coyote Brown, Predator Tan 499 Mid-calf Mid-weight 

811-HTB Heavy-weight / Mid-calf Coyote Brown Mid-calf Heavy-weight 

812-HOTC Heavy-weight / Over Calf Coyote Brown Over-calf Heavy-weight

818-PTS Lightweight / Ankle-height Athletic Grey – Black Visible Top Ankle Lightweight

100% Sourced & Made in the USA 

Berry Compliant 

Sock Size Chart Women's Men's

Small 4 - 6.5 N/A

Medium 7 - 9.5 6 - 8.5

Large 10 - 12.5 9 - 11.5

X-Large N/A 12 - 14.5


